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(This is a simple VIPR program)
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Y = 4 * X












































newx = 1000y == 0?
y != 0? newx = x / y
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x > 0? sum = sum + x
x = x - 1
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state (assume n has a value)
f = 1
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1) Program -> Main Proc-Set
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1) Program → {Main,Proc-Set},
Main outside Proc-Set
2) Proc-Set → {Proc,Proc-Set},
Proc outside Proc-Set
3) Proc-Set → {}
4) Main → {state,ring,Command},
contents(ring) = {Command},
state connects-outside ring
5) Command → {ring,action}
action on ring,
contents(ring) = {}
6) Command → {ring,action,Command},
action on ring,
contents(ring) = {Command}
7) Command → {ring1,ring2,ring3,ring4,cond1,cond2,
Command1,Command2,Command3,arrow1,arrow2},
contents(ring1) = {ring2,ring3,ring4,arrow1arrow2},




arrow1 connects Command1 to ring4,
arrow2 connects Command2 to ring4
8) Command → {ring1,ring2,ring3,cond1,cond2,
Command1,Command2, arrow},
contents(ring1) = {ring2,ring3, arrow},
cond1 on ring2, cond2 on ring3, text(cond1) = ˜text(cond2),
contents(ring2) = {Command1},
contents(ring3) = {Command2},
arrow connects Command1 to ring1
9) Command → {ring,smallring,arrow1,arrow2,Command},
contents(ring) = {Command,smallring,arrow1},
smallring connects-inside ring,
arrow1 connects smallring to Command,
Proc outside ring,
arrow2 connects ring to Proc
10) Command → {ring,smallring,arrow},
ring inside ring2,
smallring connects-inside ring2,
arrow connects ring to smallring
11) Proc → {ring,Command},
contents(ring) = {Command,smallring},
smallring connects-inside ring
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